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Permissions on Android 
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¤  Permissions associated with 
resources and OS features 
¤  Internet, GPS, telephony, … 

¤  Permissions granted at install time 
¤  once granted, apps can use such 

permissions any way they want 

¤  Example: GasBuddy app 
¤  Internet 

¤  to access to gasbuddy.com 

¤  Location 
¤  to find cheapest gas near users 

¤  Phone state 
¤  to access phone’s unique ID 



Proposal: Finer-grained Permissions 

¤ Hypothesis: permissions are too broad 
¤  GasBuddy has access to entire Internet 

¤  But, only needs access to gasbuddy.com 

¤ Our goal: add finer-grained permissions 
¤  Help app developers 

¤  improve apps’ robustness against security exploits 

¤  attest to apps’ proper usage of permissions 

¤  Help users 
¤  understand how apps use permissions 

¤  Add permissions without changing platform 
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Example Finer-grained Permissions 
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¤  Internet è InternetURL(d) 
¤  InternetURL(gasbuddy_com) 

¤ GPS è LocationBlock 
¤  150m resolution (city block) 

¤ Phone state è PhoneState(p) 
¤  PhoneState(UniqueID) 



Our Tool Chain 

¤  RefineDroid infers how permissions are used in the app 

¤  Dr. Android retrofits the app with fine-grained permissions 

¤  Mr. Hide enforces fine-grained permissions at runtime 
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RefineDroid 

Dr. Android Mr. Hide 
services 

Process boundary 

org.apk 

enh.apk 

runtime install time 



Fine-grained Permissions in Mr. Hide 

Android 
Permissions 

Full 
Capabilities Fine-grained… …in Mr. Hide 

INTERNET any sites particular domains InternetURL(d) 

LOCATION exact location block resolution LocationBlock 

READ_PHONE_STATE all kinds only (e.g.) IMEI ReadPhoneState(p) 

READ_CONTACT all records specific fields ContactCol(c) 

WRITE_SETTINGS all kinds only (e.g.) ringtone WriteSettings(s) 
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RefineDroid 

¤  infers how permissions are used 
¤  string analysis to search URL-like strings 

¤  constant propagation analysis 
to determine key parameters to privileged APIs 
¤  e.g. for system settings: 
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Cursor c = getContentResolver()
.query( uri , projections , selection , ...);

int index = c.getColumnIndex(
ContactsContract.PhoneLookup.NUMBER);

String id = c.getString (index );

TelephonyManager tm =
(TelephonyManager) getSystemService(
Context.TELEPHONY SERVICE);

String id = tm.getDeviceId();
tm. listen (new PhoneStateListener() {...},
PhoneStateListener.LISTEN CALL STATE);

Uri uri = Uri.parse (‘‘ my ringtone.mp3’’);
RingtoneManager.setActualDefaultRingtoneUri(

this , RingtoneManager.TYPE ALARM, uri);
String path = uri . toString ();
Settings .System.putString(
getContentResolver (),
Settings .System.RINGTONE, path);

(a) Contacts (b) Phone state (c) System settings

Figure 3: Typical idioms detected by RefineDroid

popular apps from Google Play, and how many fine-grained
permission are needed to replace each standard permission
in these apps.

3.1 Inferring Fine-grained Permissions
To answer these questions, we developed RefineDroid, a

static analysis tool that analyzes an app’s Dalvik bytecode
to infer which of our fine-grained permissions are used by
that app. In particular, RefineDroid infers which network
domains are accessed, i.e., InternetURL(d) permissions (cat-
egory 1); which contact columns are used, i.e., ContactCol(c)
permissions (category 2); which phone states are read, e.g.,
for ReadPhoneState(p) permissions (category 4); and which
system settings are written, e.g., for WriteSettings(s) per-
missions (also category 4). We believe RefineDroid is exten-
sible to other category 1, 2, and 4 permissions.

RefineDroid does not infer usage of LocationBlock, since it
and other category 3 permissions require an understanding
of the sensor fidelity necessary for proper functioning of an
app. For example, it would not be useful to employ Loca-
tionBlock in a navigation app, whereas it may be useful for
an app that locates the nearest 5 post o�ces. In Section 6,
we find that LocationBlock provides acceptable results for
several popular apps.

RefineDroid’s analysis contains three major components.
First, it includes a simple string analysis that determines
what strings matching a particular pattern occur in the
string pool in the bytecode, e.g., what URL-like strings are
mentioned. Second, RefineDroid includes a mapping from
Android API calls to their necessary privileges, taken from
the publicly available data of the Stowaway project [15].
Third, RefineDroid implements constant propagation for in-
tegers and strings [1] so that we can determine what strings
may be passed to key parameters of privileged methods, e.g.,
what name might be passed to Settings.System.putString().
Our constant propagation analysis is a standard dataflow
analysis, augmented to precisely track the e↵ects of String-
Builder.append, String.concat and Uri.<init>, as many apps
use these methods to manipulate the strings we must track.

Technical Details. RefineDroid infers the four permission
groups mentioned above as follows. Note that below we de-
scribe code patterns for each permission at the source level,
but RefineDroid actually operates on Dalvik bytecode.
InternetURL(d). RefineDroid collects all URL-like strings

appearing in the apk’s string pool and assumes those corre-
spond to domains used by the app. Here by URL-like, we
simply mean that a standard URL parser accepts it as valid.
ContactCol(c). Figure 3(a) gives some sample code that

queries the contacts database. First the code derives a cur-
sor from one of several URIs for the contacts database. Then

specific columns are retrieved from the cursor by calling its
getString() method with an index number, which is typically
determined by a call to getColumnIndex(), as shown in the
figure. Thus, to find which contact columns are accessed,
RefineDroid uses constant propagation to find indices passed
to getColumnIndex().
ReadPhoneState(p). Figure 3(b) shows sample code that

accesses phone state information. The code begins by get-
ting a TelephonyManager instance tm. That instance is used
in two di↵erent ways to access phone state. First, the call
tm.getDeviceId() retrieves the phone’s IMEI number. Thus,
in this and similar cases, RefineDroid determines a permis-
sion is needed because a particular method is invoked. Sec-
ond, the call to tm.listen() registers a callback that will be
invoked when there are state changes specified by the second
argument to listen(). Thus, for this case, RefineDroid uses
constant propagation to find the values of the second argu-
ments to listen() and thereby determine needed permissions.
WriteSettings(s). Figure 3(c) gives sample code that writes

to system settings, again in two di↵erent ways. First, the
code uses a RingtoneManager method to change a ringtone.
For these cases, RefineDroid relies on method names to de-
termine permissions. Next, the code uses Settings.System.
putString() to change the ringtone. For this case, Refine-
Droid once again uses constant propagation to find the ar-
guments to putString() to determine permissions.

Limitations. RefineDroid deliberately performs a best-e↵ort
static analysis, rather than attempting to be conservative.
For example, if RefineDroid cannot determine which contact
column index is passed to a particular getString(), then it ig-
nores that call, rather than conservatively assuming that all
indices are possible. As another example, RefineDroid does
not track invocations of the methods in some deprecated
APIs, and it does not track invocations that occur via re-
flection or in native code. Thus, RefineDroid may have false
negatives.
As is typical with static analysis, RefineDroid may also

have false positives, e.g., RefineDroid will report a statically
detected call to a privileged method even if it is dynamically
unreachable, and it will report a URL-like string even if it
is never used to access the network.
In Section 6, we report on the use of RefineDroid to infer

Internet domains and contact columns on a test suite of apps
from Google Play. On these apps we find that RefineDroid
produces useful results with a low rate of false negatives.
(Full details in Section 6.)

3.2 Study Results
We ran RefineDroid on the top 24 free apps in each Google

Play category as of April 11, 2012, yielding 750 apps in to-



Permission Usage in the Wild 
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¤  750 apps: 24 free apps in each Google Play category 

¤  some (e.g. 44 for write settings) apps are over-privileged 

¤  use far narrower capabilities than available 

¤  a few popular items are used frequently 
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Mr. Hide 

¤ the Hide interface to the droid environment 
¤  services 

¤  interact with a client app and resources 

¤  client-side library 
¤  a drop-in replacement for sensitive APIs 
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app 
 

System.Settings.putString(…) 
hidelib.Settings.putString(…) 

Mr. Hide services 
 
 

System.Settings.putString(…) 

hidelib 

Process boundary 

Kernel boundary 

Sensitive Android APIs 



Dr. Android 

¤ Dalvik Rewriter for Android 
¤  injects hidelib.dex 

¤  modifies the app’s bytecode to use Mr. Hide 

¤  removes Android perms. and adds Mr. Hide perms. 
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input.apk output.apk 

classes.dex 

manifest.xml 

Manifest 
Rewriter 

Bytecode 
Rewriter 

hidelib.dex 



Case Studies 

¤ 14 case studies 
¤  which exercise our fine-grained permissions 

¤  31 out of 35 usages of perms. are replaced 

¤  not always appropriate: e.g. sftp feature of ASTRO 
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INTERNET    # #        #  
READ CONTACTS    
ACCESS * LOCATION        
READ PHONE STATE    #      
WRITE SETTINGS  8
InternetURL( ·) 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
ContactCol( ·) 4 4 4
LocationBlock 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
ReadPhoneState(UniqueID) 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
WriteSettings(Ringtone) 4

Figure 10: Fine-grained permissions for 14 apps from Google Play. Notation indicates a built-in Android permission that can be replaced
by one or more fine-grained permissions, # indicates policies that cannot obviously be removed, and 8 indicates that a permission can
be removed because it does not appear to be used at all. 4 indicates fine-grained policies needed according to RefineDroid and which
we observed being used dynamically.

Apk Dex Domains Contacts
Name (KB) (KB) # Ins # Chg Tm (s) # FP FN # FP FN

Amazon 1,607 2,288 114,691 174 17.86 9 7 0
Angry Birds 993 15,018 79,311 760 11.44 12 9 0
Angry Birds Rio 2,081 22,716 173,441 968 21.92 12 10 1
ASTRO 1,428 2,348 149,911 695 18.30
Baby Monitor 163 781 12,378 1 3.81 5 1 1
Gas Buddy 781 1,269 67,514 222 11.81 6 5 0
Horoscope 844 3,731 92,441 829 12.73 17 16 0
Shazam 2,641 3,904 259,643 778 30.67 20 17 0
Google Sky Map 459 2,212 33,355 193 8.38 4 3 0
Task Killer 129 99 9,696 76 6.10 4 4 0
Brightest Flashlight 1,870 1,756 174,159 1,265 18.94 21 21 1 6 6 0
Ultimate Flashlight 485 1,287 46,878 464 8.26 10 9 0
Qrdroid 922 3,802 105,400 11 9.05 8 2 0
Radar Now! 379 569 26,706 121 7.66 5 3 0

Figure 11: RefineDroid, Dr. Android and Mr. Hide results on apps

when RefineDroid fails to discover a fine-grained permission
that an app needs to run. Columns grouped under heading
Contacts report this information for ContactCol(c).

RefineDroid has a relatively low rate of false negatives and
a higher rate of false positives. The low rate of false neg-
atives suggests that policies produced by RefineDroid may
serve as e↵ective near-upper bounds on an app’s behavior.
This is particularly useful in the context of rewriting, as
false negatives can prevent a rewritten app from executing
successfully. We examined the false positives in detail, and
found that the majority are domains for third party ads or
advertising developers own apps. We found that these false
positives were generally reachable, but not within the con-
figuration of the test cases. For example, Amazon uses a
large set of domains which deal with access from di↵erent
countries based on the IP address the device is using.

We also looked at whether we could use better constant
propagation to eliminate false positives, rather than the sim-
ple analysis we use currently. We found that it would re-
quire developing a much more sophisticated constant propa-
gation system that included inter-procedural support, mod-
eling heap, handling format strings, and modeling Android’s
intent system. While we may investigate this in future work,
based on our study we believe it may not be worth the ef-

fort, since most of the “false positives” found by the simpler
analysis are in fact reachable.

7. RELATED WORK
Several other researchers have proposed mechanisms to

refine or reduce permissions in Android. Similar to Dr. An-
droid, Aurasium is a tool that can transform apps to, among
other things, intercept system calls to enforce security poli-
cies [28]. (We note that an earlier technical report on Dr.
Android and Mr. Hide was published before Aurasium [22].)
One limitation of Aurasium is that the run-time monitors it
inserts execute in the same process as the app, and hence
are potentially subject to circumvention. Dr. Android and
Mr. Hide prevent this by removing the original permissions
from the app and perform fine-grained permission checking
in the Mr. Hide service, which runs in a separate process.
MockDroid allows users to replace an app’s view of cer-

tain private data with fake information [4]. AppFence sim-
ilarly lets users provide mock data to apps requesting pri-
vate information, and can also ensure private data that is
released to apps does not leave the device [21]. TISSA gives
users detailed control over an app’s access to selected pri-
vate data (phone identity, location, contacts, and the call
log), letting the user decide whether the app can see the

built-in Android perm. 
   : can be replaced 
¢: cannot be replaced 
✗ : over-privileged 

fine-grained perm. 
✔ : needed, and 
      being used 



Transformation Time 

¤ small changes are enough 
¤  thanks to Mr. Hide’s clean drop-in replacements 

¤  fast enough for offline use 
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Contacts report this information for ContactCol(c).

RefineDroid has a relatively low rate of false negatives and
a higher rate of false positives. The low rate of false neg-
atives suggests that policies produced by RefineDroid may
serve as e↵ective near-upper bounds on an app’s behavior.
This is particularly useful in the context of rewriting, as
false negatives can prevent a rewritten app from executing
successfully. We examined the false positives in detail, and
found that the majority are domains for third party ads or
advertising developers own apps. We found that these false
positives were generally reachable, but not within the con-
figuration of the test cases. For example, Amazon uses a
large set of domains which deal with access from di↵erent
countries based on the IP address the device is using.

We also looked at whether we could use better constant
propagation to eliminate false positives, rather than the sim-
ple analysis we use currently. We found that it would re-
quire developing a much more sophisticated constant propa-
gation system that included inter-procedural support, mod-
eling heap, handling format strings, and modeling Android’s
intent system. While we may investigate this in future work,
based on our study we believe it may not be worth the ef-

fort, since most of the “false positives” found by the simpler
analysis are in fact reachable.

7. RELATED WORK
Several other researchers have proposed mechanisms to

refine or reduce permissions in Android. Similar to Dr. An-
droid, Aurasium is a tool that can transform apps to, among
other things, intercept system calls to enforce security poli-
cies [28]. (We note that an earlier technical report on Dr.
Android and Mr. Hide was published before Aurasium [22].)
One limitation of Aurasium is that the run-time monitors it
inserts execute in the same process as the app, and hence
are potentially subject to circumvention. Dr. Android and
Mr. Hide prevent this by removing the original permissions
from the app and perform fine-grained permission checking
in the Mr. Hide service, which runs in a separate process.
MockDroid allows users to replace an app’s view of cer-

tain private data with fake information [4]. AppFence sim-
ilarly lets users provide mock data to apps requesting pri-
vate information, and can also ensure private data that is
released to apps does not leave the device [21]. TISSA gives
users detailed control over an app’s access to selected pri-
vate data (phone identity, location, contacts, and the call
log), letting the user decide whether the app can see the
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RefineDroid has a relatively low rate of false negatives and
a higher rate of false positives. The low rate of false neg-
atives suggests that policies produced by RefineDroid may
serve as e↵ective near-upper bounds on an app’s behavior.
This is particularly useful in the context of rewriting, as
false negatives can prevent a rewritten app from executing
successfully. We examined the false positives in detail, and
found that the majority are domains for third party ads or
advertising developers own apps. We found that these false
positives were generally reachable, but not within the con-
figuration of the test cases. For example, Amazon uses a
large set of domains which deal with access from di↵erent
countries based on the IP address the device is using.

We also looked at whether we could use better constant
propagation to eliminate false positives, rather than the sim-
ple analysis we use currently. We found that it would re-
quire developing a much more sophisticated constant propa-
gation system that included inter-procedural support, mod-
eling heap, handling format strings, and modeling Android’s
intent system. While we may investigate this in future work,
based on our study we believe it may not be worth the ef-

fort, since most of the “false positives” found by the simpler
analysis are in fact reachable.

7. RELATED WORK
Several other researchers have proposed mechanisms to

refine or reduce permissions in Android. Similar to Dr. An-
droid, Aurasium is a tool that can transform apps to, among
other things, intercept system calls to enforce security poli-
cies [28]. (We note that an earlier technical report on Dr.
Android and Mr. Hide was published before Aurasium [22].)
One limitation of Aurasium is that the run-time monitors it
inserts execute in the same process as the app, and hence
are potentially subject to circumvention. Dr. Android and
Mr. Hide prevent this by removing the original permissions
from the app and perform fine-grained permission checking
in the Mr. Hide service, which runs in a separate process.
MockDroid allows users to replace an app’s view of cer-

tain private data with fake information [4]. AppFence sim-
ilarly lets users provide mock data to apps requesting pri-
vate information, and can also ensure private data that is
released to apps does not leave the device [21]. TISSA gives
users detailed control over an app’s access to selected pri-
vate data (phone identity, location, contacts, and the call
log), letting the user decide whether the app can see the



Correctness of Transformation  

¤ Applied RefineDroid-Dr.Android-Mr.Hide 
and then run the apps manually 

¤ Rewritten apps pass the Dalvik verifier 

¤ Almost all activities of apps function normally, 
with no observable changes 

¤ Limitations 
¤  small behavioral differences 

due to WebView Mr. Hide didn’t support 

¤  performance overhead due to IPC 
¤  but not that significant in practice 
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Conclusion 

¤ …Fine-grained Permissions 
¤  RefineDroid, a static analyzer to infer… 
¤  Mr. Hide, clean interfaces to enforce… 
¤  Dr. Android, a bytecode rewriter to retrofit… 

¤  Broader uses 
¤  can be enhanced to check suspicious perm. usage 
¤  other security policies 

¤  inserting mock data, changing policies at run-time, etc. 

¤  general support for modifying Dalvik bytecode 
¤  http://www.cs.umd.edu/projects/PL/redexer/ 

¤ Hiring postdoc 
¤  http://www.cs.umd.edu/~jfoster/postdoc.shtml 
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Android Popularity 

¤ Android, the most popular smartphone platform 
¤  64.1% market share (2Q12)1, 675K apps, 25B installs2 
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1http://www.gartner.com/it/page.jsp?id=2120015 
2http://officialandroid.blogspot.com/2012/09/google-play-hits-25-billion-downloads.html 



Overview 
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…Manager app 

IPC 

Kernel boundary 

Process boundary 

Perm Check 

rsrc 

Mr. Hide 
services 

perm 

hidelib 

p p 

RefineDroid 

anal. 
result 

Dr. Android (1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(1)  RefineDroid: light-weight analysis 
to infer the app’s perm. usages 

(2)  Dr. Android: bytecode transformer 
to retrofit the app w/ fine-grained perm. 

(3)  Mr. Hide: easy-to-replace interfaces 
to enforce fine-grained perm. 



Taxonomy 
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1 Outside 
Resources InternetURL(d) 

INTERNET, SMS, 
BLUETOOTH, NFC, 

EXTERNAL_STORAGE, 
… 

whitelist 
or blacklist 

2 Structured 
User Info. ContactCol(c) 

CALANDER, CONTACT, 
ACCOUNTS, LOGS, … 

filtering-out by 
conditions 

3 Sensors LocationBlock 

LOCATION, CAMEAR, 
AUDIO, … 

reducing the 
fidelity (e.g., blur) 

4 System 
State/Settings 

ReadPhoneState(p) 
WriteSettings(s) 

BOOKMARKS, 
SETTINGS, *_STATES, … subset 

category fine-grained 

Android perm. strategies 



RefineDroid 

¤ A static analysis tool 
¤  infers which fine-grained permissions are used 

¤  InternetURL(d), ContactCol(c), 
ReadPhoneState(p), WriteSettings(s) 

¤  via simple analyses 
¤  string analysis to search URL-like strings 

¤  constant propagation analysis 
to determine key parameters to privileged APIs 
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Cursor c = getContentResolver()
.query( uri , projections , selection , ...);

int index = c.getColumnIndex(
ContactsContract.PhoneLookup.NUMBER);

String id = c.getString (index );

TelephonyManager tm =
(TelephonyManager) getSystemService(
Context.TELEPHONY SERVICE);

String id = tm.getDeviceId();
tm. listen (new PhoneStateListener() {...},
PhoneStateListener.LISTEN CALL STATE);

Uri uri = Uri.parse (‘‘ my ringtone.mp3’’);
RingtoneManager.setActualDefaultRingtoneUri(

this , RingtoneManager.TYPE ALARM, uri);
String path = uri . toString ();
Settings .System.putString(
getContentResolver (),
Settings .System.RINGTONE, path);

(a) Contacts (b) Phone state (c) System settings

Figure 3: Typical idioms detected by RefineDroid

popular apps from Google Play, and how many fine-grained
permission are needed to replace each standard permission
in these apps.

3.1 Inferring Fine-grained Permissions
To answer these questions, we developed RefineDroid, a

static analysis tool that analyzes an app’s Dalvik bytecode
to infer which of our fine-grained permissions are used by
that app. In particular, RefineDroid infers which network
domains are accessed, i.e., InternetURL(d) permissions (cat-
egory 1); which contact columns are used, i.e., ContactCol(c)
permissions (category 2); which phone states are read, e.g.,
for ReadPhoneState(p) permissions (category 4); and which
system settings are written, e.g., for WriteSettings(s) per-
missions (also category 4). We believe RefineDroid is exten-
sible to other category 1, 2, and 4 permissions.

RefineDroid does not infer usage of LocationBlock, since it
and other category 3 permissions require an understanding
of the sensor fidelity necessary for proper functioning of an
app. For example, it would not be useful to employ Loca-
tionBlock in a navigation app, whereas it may be useful for
an app that locates the nearest 5 post o�ces. In Section 6,
we find that LocationBlock provides acceptable results for
several popular apps.

RefineDroid’s analysis contains three major components.
First, it includes a simple string analysis that determines
what strings matching a particular pattern occur in the
string pool in the bytecode, e.g., what URL-like strings are
mentioned. Second, RefineDroid includes a mapping from
Android API calls to their necessary privileges, taken from
the publicly available data of the Stowaway project [15].
Third, RefineDroid implements constant propagation for in-
tegers and strings [1] so that we can determine what strings
may be passed to key parameters of privileged methods, e.g.,
what name might be passed to Settings.System.putString().
Our constant propagation analysis is a standard dataflow
analysis, augmented to precisely track the e↵ects of String-
Builder.append, String.concat and Uri.<init>, as many apps
use these methods to manipulate the strings we must track.

Technical Details. RefineDroid infers the four permission
groups mentioned above as follows. Note that below we de-
scribe code patterns for each permission at the source level,
but RefineDroid actually operates on Dalvik bytecode.
InternetURL(d). RefineDroid collects all URL-like strings

appearing in the apk’s string pool and assumes those corre-
spond to domains used by the app. Here by URL-like, we
simply mean that a standard URL parser accepts it as valid.
ContactCol(c). Figure 3(a) gives some sample code that

queries the contacts database. First the code derives a cur-
sor from one of several URIs for the contacts database. Then

specific columns are retrieved from the cursor by calling its
getString() method with an index number, which is typically
determined by a call to getColumnIndex(), as shown in the
figure. Thus, to find which contact columns are accessed,
RefineDroid uses constant propagation to find indices passed
to getColumnIndex().
ReadPhoneState(p). Figure 3(b) shows sample code that

accesses phone state information. The code begins by get-
ting a TelephonyManager instance tm. That instance is used
in two di↵erent ways to access phone state. First, the call
tm.getDeviceId() retrieves the phone’s IMEI number. Thus,
in this and similar cases, RefineDroid determines a permis-
sion is needed because a particular method is invoked. Sec-
ond, the call to tm.listen() registers a callback that will be
invoked when there are state changes specified by the second
argument to listen(). Thus, for this case, RefineDroid uses
constant propagation to find the values of the second argu-
ments to listen() and thereby determine needed permissions.
WriteSettings(s). Figure 3(c) gives sample code that writes

to system settings, again in two di↵erent ways. First, the
code uses a RingtoneManager method to change a ringtone.
For these cases, RefineDroid relies on method names to de-
termine permissions. Next, the code uses Settings.System.
putString() to change the ringtone. For this case, Refine-
Droid once again uses constant propagation to find the ar-
guments to putString() to determine permissions.

Limitations. RefineDroid deliberately performs a best-e↵ort
static analysis, rather than attempting to be conservative.
For example, if RefineDroid cannot determine which contact
column index is passed to a particular getString(), then it ig-
nores that call, rather than conservatively assuming that all
indices are possible. As another example, RefineDroid does
not track invocations of the methods in some deprecated
APIs, and it does not track invocations that occur via re-
flection or in native code. Thus, RefineDroid may have false
negatives.
As is typical with static analysis, RefineDroid may also

have false positives, e.g., RefineDroid will report a statically
detected call to a privileged method even if it is dynamically
unreachable, and it will report a URL-like string even if it
is never used to access the network.
In Section 6, we report on the use of RefineDroid to infer

Internet domains and contact columns on a test suite of apps
from Google Play. On these apps we find that RefineDroid
produces useful results with a low rate of false negatives.
(Full details in Section 6.)

3.2 Study Results
We ran RefineDroid on the top 24 free apps in each Google

Play category as of April 11, 2012, yielding 750 apps in to-
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Figure 4: Results of running RefineDroid analysis over 750 popular apps.

Domain N
google.com 457
admob.com 324
gstatic.com 311
facebook.com 256
android.com 207

Domain N
flurry.com 176
gmail.com 152
google-analytics.com 148
twitter.com 138
mydas.mobi 113

Figure 5: The 10 most popular static domains. Each domain
occurs in N -many apps.

tal. (Some apps appear in multiple categories and are only
counted once.) We ran a particular RefineDroid analysis
only if the target app had the appropriate standard permis-
sion, e.g., we only inferred contact columns used on apps
that had the READ CONTACTS permission.

Our results show that in terms of the permissions Refine-
Droid analyzes, apps are often significantly over-privileged,
in the sense that they use far narrower capabilities than are
actually available from the full platform permissions. Our
results also show that in the majority of cases, an Android
permission can be replaced by just a handful of fine-grained
permissions, providing stronger guarantees and significantly
better documentation for developers and users.

Figure 4(a) summarizes the Internet domains found by
RefineDroid. The chart on the left shows how many static
domains are used in each app. Despite the unlimited possi-
bilities, apps access a median of only 8 domains. This result
illustrates the extent of over-privileging inherent in the In-
ternet permission. Moreover, it suggests that for many apps,
listing per-domain permissions is plausible. We expect that
in practice, we would pick a cuto↵ (perhaps 10); any apps
under the cuto↵ would list individual domain permissions,
and apps above the cuto↵ would request full Internet access.

Across all our apps, a total of 2,358 unique domains are
used. In the chart on the right, we sort domains in order
of popularity across our set of apps, and plot the number of

apps per domain. We can see that a handful of domains are
very commonly used across all apps, with a long tail of other
domains. Figure 5 lists the most popular domains found by
RefineDroid. These domains provide a variety of services
to apps, including advertising, analytics, and social network
access. It could be useful to tailor specific fined-grained
permissions for groups of popular domains, e.g., advertising;
we leave this for future work.
Figure 4(b) summarizes contact columns access, in the

same format as part (a). In the chart on the left, we see
that many apps access only a few columns, suggesting Con-
tactCol(c) permissions are practical. We investigated the
spike of apps using 15 columns and found that nine of these
apps are actually various versions of Verizon Navigator that
target di↵erent devices, and thus the spike is mostly an ar-
tifact of the data set. Note that RefineDroid finds no use
of contacts permissions in 2 apps; this number can include
both apps that do not use the declared permission and apps
that access contacts through a deprecated API.
Android provides 79 possible column names in the con-

tacts database. Of these, RefineDroid finds that only 73
are accessed by apps in the test set. From the right chart
in Figure 4(b), we see that a few columns are very pop-
ular, and then there is a long tail. The two most popular
columns are id and type, which store metadata. Other pop-
ular columns names include the generic data1 and data2,
which can contain di↵erent kinds of data depending on the
URI used to create the cursor, as well as display name and
title. RefineDroid resolves many of the dataN occurrences
to more specific column names by tracking the URI values
through constant propagation, but the URI is often dynam-
ically generated, for example when contacts are selected by
the user through the Android contact picker.
Figure 4(c) shows the results of RefineDroid for phone

state information. RefineDroid separately tracks 16 pieces

…
 



Mr. Hide 

¤ the Hide interface to the droid environment 
¤  services 

¤  interact with a client app and resources 

¤  strong guarantee of permission enforcement 

¤  client-side library 
¤  a drop-in replacement for sensitive APIs 
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Mr. Hide (Implementation) 

¤ binding to Mr. Hide services 
¤  most hidelib methods are synchronous 

¤  to be compatible to built-in Android APIs 

¤  using RPCs via binders 

¤  but, service binding is asynchronous! 

¤  inserted a splash activity, while waiting for connections 
22 
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app’s launcher hidelib’s splash Mr. Hide service 

app starts 
bindSerivce() 

binder 

onServiceConnected() 
startActivity() 

hide…putString() binder.putString() 



Mr. Hide (Implementation) 

¤ uses Android’s permission framework 
¤  able to define our own set of permissions 

¤  parameterized permissions via a permission tree 
¤  hidelib.permission.net 

¤  hidelib.permission.net.google_com 

¤ binding to Mr. Hide services 
¤  once bound, synchronous RPCs are enabled 

¤  inserted a splash screen while waiting for connections 

¤  currently, only launcher activity is supported 

¤ permission-specific 
¤  proxies for system resource managers, etc. 
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Dr. Android 

¤ Dalvik Rewriter for Android 
¤  modifies the app’s bytecode to use Mr. Hide 

¤  injects hidelib.dex 

¤  removes Android perms. and adds Mr. Hide perms. 

24 

   Dr. Android

output.apkinput.apk

apktool
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Android
Manifest.xml

Bytecode 
rewriter

Manifest
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apktool
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Other 
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Dr. Android (Implementation) 

¤ Rewriting Manifest 
¤  trivial to manipulate XML-formatted document 

¤ Rewriting bytecode 
¤  merging two DEX files 

¤  all pools should be duplicate-free and sorted 

¤  replacing references to Android classes with 
corresponding hidelib proxies 

¤  inserting service binding steps 

¤ permission-specific 
¤  finding code patterns to retrieve instances of system 

resource managers and then returning Mr. Hide’s 
managers in lieu of the platform’s, etc. 
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Precision and Recall 

¤  row rate of false negative 
¤  near-upper bound on app’s behavior 

¤ high rate of false positive 
¤  generally reachable, but not within the test settings 
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INTERNET    # #        #  
READ CONTACTS    
ACCESS * LOCATION        
READ PHONE STATE    #      
WRITE SETTINGS  8
InternetURL( ·) 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
ContactCol( ·) 4 4 4
LocationBlock 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
ReadPhoneState(UniqueID) 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
WriteSettings(Ringtone) 4

Figure 10: Fine-grained permissions for 14 apps from Google Play. Notation indicates a built-in Android permission that can be replaced
by one or more fine-grained permissions, # indicates policies that cannot obviously be removed, and 8 indicates that a permission can
be removed because it does not appear to be used at all. 4 indicates fine-grained policies needed according to RefineDroid and which
we observed being used dynamically.

Apk Dex Domains Contacts
Name (KB) (KB) # Ins # Chg Tm (s) # FP FN # FP FN

Amazon 1,607 2,288 114,691 174 17.86 9 7 0
Angry Birds 993 15,018 79,311 760 11.44 12 9 0
Angry Birds Rio 2,081 22,716 173,441 968 21.92 12 10 1
ASTRO 1,428 2,348 149,911 695 18.30
Baby Monitor 163 781 12,378 1 3.81 5 1 1
Gas Buddy 781 1,269 67,514 222 11.81 6 5 0
Horoscope 844 3,731 92,441 829 12.73 17 16 0
Shazam 2,641 3,904 259,643 778 30.67 20 17 0
Google Sky Map 459 2,212 33,355 193 8.38 4 3 0
Task Killer 129 99 9,696 76 6.10 4 4 0
Brightest Flashlight 1,870 1,756 174,159 1,265 18.94 21 21 1 6 6 0
Ultimate Flashlight 485 1,287 46,878 464 8.26 10 9 0
Qrdroid 922 3,802 105,400 11 9.05 8 2 0
Radar Now! 379 569 26,706 121 7.66 5 3 0

Figure 11: RefineDroid, Dr. Android and Mr. Hide results on apps

when RefineDroid fails to discover a fine-grained permission
that an app needs to run. Columns grouped under heading
Contacts report this information for ContactCol(c).

RefineDroid has a relatively low rate of false negatives and
a higher rate of false positives. The low rate of false neg-
atives suggests that policies produced by RefineDroid may
serve as e↵ective near-upper bounds on an app’s behavior.
This is particularly useful in the context of rewriting, as
false negatives can prevent a rewritten app from executing
successfully. We examined the false positives in detail, and
found that the majority are domains for third party ads or
advertising developers own apps. We found that these false
positives were generally reachable, but not within the con-
figuration of the test cases. For example, Amazon uses a
large set of domains which deal with access from di↵erent
countries based on the IP address the device is using.

We also looked at whether we could use better constant
propagation to eliminate false positives, rather than the sim-
ple analysis we use currently. We found that it would re-
quire developing a much more sophisticated constant propa-
gation system that included inter-procedural support, mod-
eling heap, handling format strings, and modeling Android’s
intent system. While we may investigate this in future work,
based on our study we believe it may not be worth the ef-

fort, since most of the “false positives” found by the simpler
analysis are in fact reachable.

7. RELATED WORK
Several other researchers have proposed mechanisms to

refine or reduce permissions in Android. Similar to Dr. An-
droid, Aurasium is a tool that can transform apps to, among
other things, intercept system calls to enforce security poli-
cies [28]. (We note that an earlier technical report on Dr.
Android and Mr. Hide was published before Aurasium [22].)
One limitation of Aurasium is that the run-time monitors it
inserts execute in the same process as the app, and hence
are potentially subject to circumvention. Dr. Android and
Mr. Hide prevent this by removing the original permissions
from the app and perform fine-grained permission checking
in the Mr. Hide service, which runs in a separate process.
MockDroid allows users to replace an app’s view of cer-

tain private data with fake information [4]. AppFence sim-
ilarly lets users provide mock data to apps requesting pri-
vate information, and can also ensure private data that is
released to apps does not leave the device [21]. TISSA gives
users detailed control over an app’s access to selected pri-
vate data (phone identity, location, contacts, and the call
log), letting the user decide whether the app can see the


